Ancient Egypt: An Interactive History Adventure, by Heather Adamson. The reader chooses which path to take in the world of Ancient Egypt. Excellent books for effortlessly learning about the past. Cat of Bubastes, by G.A. Henty. A historical novel taking place in Ancient Egypt. Chebron, the son of a priest, accidentally kills a sacred cat. To escape punishment he runs away with a young slave named Amuba. When you color a historical map of ancient Egypt you can see the boundaries of the Old, Middle, and New Kingdoms and why the older kingdoms ended at the second cataract of the Nile. You can draw on trade routes and maybe even guess at why those traders took the routes they chose. Use this colored map as a guide in coloring your own map. Ancient Egypt book. Read 14 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Delve into fascinating time periods! This series allows readers to experience the Ancient Civilizations Books for Kids. Ancient Egypt: An Interactive History Adventure by Heather Adamson (3100-32 BC) is a choose your own path story that gives kids different perspectives of life in Ancient Egypt. Ancient China: An Interactive History Adventure by Terry Collins introduces kids to life in Ancient China, and gives them a chance to choose the direction of the story. Building the Great Wall of China: An Interactive Engineering Adventure by Allison Lassieur (220-206 BC) explores the way the building of the Great Wall of China influenced life for people living in China. Kids can choose their own adventure. There are three story paths with 43 choices and 24 endings. It's a very fun way to learn a little bit about life in ancient China. I recommend it for elementary aged kids learning about China or interested in history. Read more. Sena. 5.0 out of 5 stars History club. 25 September 2019 - Published on Amazon.com. Verified Purchase. Used for my after school history club. Kids loved it. Read more.